Keep the PFLP on the EU Terror List
by Jan Kapusnak

S

ince placing the
Popular Front for
the Liberation of
Palestine (PFLP) on its
terrorist list in June 2002,
the European Union (EU)
has been subjected to
sustained pressure to
revoke its decision. The
push has come not
The European Court of Justice removed both Hamas and the People’s
only from the Palestine
Mujahedin Organization of Iran from the EU’s terrorist list, though the
Liberation Organization
Hamas judgment was revoked on procedural grounds in July 2017.
(PLO), the terrorist
group’s parent organization,1 but also from
left-wing EU parliamentarians and Western nongovernmental organizations (NGOs).
On the face of it, cooperation between organizations predicated on universal
humanitarian values and a terrorist group committed to the indiscriminate use of
violence is unthinkable. In reality, NGOs’ ties with terrorist groups have ranged
from recruitment of violent supporters, to fundraising and money laundering, to the
provision of materials and training, to a terror act itself. Indeed, in December 2017,
several Palestinian “human rights” NGOs, notably Al-Haq and Addameer, lost
funding from several European states over documented ties to the PFLP.2

1 The Jerusalem Post, June 29, 2017.
2 The Times of Israel (Jerusalem), Dec. 23, 2017; Jewish Telegraphic Agency (New York), Dec. 24, 2017.
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Listing and Delisting
Terrorist Organizations
The EU’s terrorist list was established
in December 2001 as part of the union’s
response to the 9/11 attacks. The list was
created with a view to facilitating the implementation of the newly-passed U.N.
Security Council Resolution 1373 aimed at
depriving terrorism of financial resources and
punishing its abettors.3 Recommendations for
inclusion on the terrorist list are presented to
the European Council by a special working
party, on the basis of proposals received from
member states or non-EU states, with listing
decisions reviewed by the council at regular
six-month intervals.4 Delisting requests can
be made by listed persons, groups, or entities,
as well as the states that have originally
proposed the listing and must be backed by
supportive evidence as to why the original
criteria are no longer valid (e.g., mistaken
listing, changes in facts, the death of a listed
person, liquidation of a listed entity).
A delisting process is usually protracted.
Thus, for example, on January 26, 2009, after
almost seven years, the People’s Mujahedin
Organization of Iran became the first group
to be removed from the EU’s terrorist list.5
Similarly, it took Hamas four years to have a
lower EU court remove it from the terrorist
list (in December 2014) on procedural
grounds,6 only to have the judgment revoked
3 “Resolution 1373 (2001). Adopted by the Security
Council at its 4385th meeting, on 28 September
2001,” United Nations Security Council, New
York.
4 “EU terrorist list,” European Council, Council of the
European Union, Brussels; Declassified document
10826/07, Council of the European Union, June 21,
2007.
5 Reuters, Jan. 26, 2009.
6 Council of the European Union v. Hamas, Case T400/10, Dec. 17, 2014.
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in July 2017 by the European Court of
Justice as “an error of law.”7

The “Two Wings” Charade
A standard ploy used by terrorist groups
to disguise their true nature is to cast
themselves as comprising distinct “military”
and “political” wings—the former engaged in
“legitimate acts of resistance,” the latter in
promoting purely political goals. Falling
for this ploy, in 2013 the EU designated
Hezbollah’s “military wing” as a terrorist organization while sustaining a working
relationship with its “political wing.” This
distinction was accepted despite admission
by a Hezbollah spokesman that the group had
a unified leadership and despite its known
culpability for much of Lebanon’s domestic
woes, notably the 2005 assassination of
former Lebanese prime minister Rafiq
Hariri.8 Similarly, a recent Human Rights
Watch (HRW) report described the PFLP as
a political party with “an armed wing that
attacked Israeli civilians,”9 despite acknowledging as early as 2002, at the height of the
Palestinian war of terror (the so-called “alAqsa Intifada”) that there was no separation
between the group’s military and political
wings.10

7 Council of the European Union v. Hamas, C-79/15 P,
July 26, 2017.
8 Matthew Levitt, “Debating the Hezbollah Problem,”
The International Centre for the Study of Radicalization, Department of War Studies, King’s
College London, Jan. 22, 2018.
9

“Dispatches: Israel Locks up Palestinian
Lawmaker,” Human Rights Watch (HRW), New
York, Apr. 9, 2015.

10 “Erased in a Moment: Suicide Bombing Attacks
against Israeli Civilians,” HRW, Oct. 2002, p.
89.
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In reality, the PFLP’s two
wings—the Political Bureau
and the Abu Ali Mustafa
Brigades—are interdependent
parts with only one leadership.
Ahmad Sa’adat, currently serving a 30-year sentence in an
Israeli prison, is both the
PFLP’s secretary-general and
leader of the Abu Ali Mustafa
Brigades.11 And while the
group has persistently sought to
reinforce the illusion of two
distinct wings by carrying out
terror attacks under the
The Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine holds a
Brigades banner, its political
graduation ceremony for its youth camp, August 2015. The PFLP’s
two wings—the Political Bureau and the Abu Ali Mustafa
leadership
has
regularly
Brigades—are one organization with one leader: Ahmad Sa’adat,
supported indiscriminate vio12
currently serving a 30-year sentence in an Israeli prison.
lence against Israeli civilians.
Thus Deputy Secretary-General
Abu Ahmad Fouad stated that
For her part, Leila Khaled, a prominent
“the occupation and racist settler colony
PFLP
member and the first woman to hijack
perched on our land [i.e., Israel] cannot be
an airplane, stated that
defeated without a long-term people’s liberation war, in which armed struggle is in the
refusing to buy [Israeli] products
forefront.” He added that “attempting to negate
in a store or cancelling a corporate
revolutionary violence as a leading method of
contract [with Israel] will not
struggle against the occupier only perpetuates
liberate Palestine. Nothing but the
the existence of the occupation.”13
Palestinian struggle and resistance
in all of its forms, from refusing
the orders of an occupation soldier
to marching in protests to armed
struggle, will liberate Palestine.14
11 “Interview: Deputy General Secretary Abu Ahmad
Fouad answers the questions of the comrades,”
Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine
(PFLP), Feb. 21, 2014; Agence France Presse
(Paris), Dec. 25, 2008.
12 “PFLP salutes Beit El operation, calls for
escalation of intifada,” PFLP, Jan. 31, 2016; “In
prison letter, Sa’adat urges support to sustain the
intifada,” Campaign to Free Ahmad Sa’adat, Oct.
31, 2015.
13 “Interview: Deputy General Secretary Abu Ahmad
Fouad,” PFLP, Feb. 21, 2014.
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Other members of the political wing
have been no less candid about their
predilection for violence. Political Bureau
member and leader of the PFLP in Gaza,
Rabah Muhanna, repeatedly called for
“maintenance and escalation of resistance in

14 “Leila Khaled on BDS: Palestine, South Africa and
the struggle for liberation,” PFLP, Feb. 18, 2015.
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PFLP’s m
members aare also widely
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pite these en
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inv olved in European-fuunded Paleestinian
the PFLP
P has engaged in num
merous “non
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These in
nclude the Union of Agriculturaal
Khaalida Jarrarr, a senior PFLP officcial, is
Workers Committeees and th
he Union of
o
vicee-chairpersoon and forrmer directtor of
Health Workers Committeess (UHWC)),
Adddameer, an official PF
FLP affiliatte that
which th
he PFLP esttablished wiith European
n
governm
mental fundin
ng and whiich maintain
n
close tiees with the Palestinian
n Center fo
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Human Rights
R
(PCH
HR), anotheer European
nfunded NGO
N
that ju
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17 ““Seminar Heldd at the World Social Forum in Porto
Israeli civ
vilians as a “legitimate
“
right
r
to resisst

Allegre in B
Brazil,” Palestinnian Center forr Human
Rights (PCH
HR), Jan. 27, 22003; “PCHR Strongly
Denounces A
Assaults by Locaal Media,” PCH
HR, June
27, 2011; “P
PCHR Demands an End to P
Politically
Motivated Arrrests,” Palestinnian Center forr Human
Rights, Gaza C
City, Oct. 20, 20001.

15 Ma’an News Agency
y (Bethlehem), Dec. 13, 2009
9;
“PFL
LP will never recognize Israel: 45tth
anniv
versary in Gazaa,” PFLP, Dec. 11, 2012.
16 “Occupaation is responsiible for escalatio
on in Jerusalem,,”
PFLP
P, Nov. 18, 2014
4.
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18 B
BBC News, Auug. 27, 2001.
19 ““Palestinian Aut
uthority: Justice must not be disscarded,”
Amnesty Intternational, Loondon, Nov. 88, 2001;
“Amnesty Innternational Reeport 2002,” M
May 27,
2002, p. 191.
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supports imprisoned Palestinian terrorists (euphemized
as “political prisoners”).20
Jarrar also played an important role in the PA’s
2015 bid to join the International Criminal Court.21
Another example of
PFLP-NGO ties is Shawan
Jabarin, general director of
al-Haq, a leading orchestrator of lawfare against
Israel. Jabarin was convicted
of recruiting members for
Many NGOs turn a blind eye to the PFLP’s terrorist activities. The
terrorist training outside
Freedom Flotilla Italia, here under a Norwegian flag, has repeatedly
Israel, serving nine months
claimed that, given the “Zionist occupation,” armed attacks are
22
permissible and described the Abu Ali Mustafa Brigades as a vital
of a two-year sentence.
component of the PFLP.
Yet despite his PFLP links,
Jabarin served on the Middle East Advisory Board of
the group’s motives or even justifying them.
Human Rights Watch and was elected as the
The Freedom Flotilla Italia (FFI), for
secretary-general of the International Fedexample, has repeatedly claimed that given
eration for Human Rights in 2016.23
the “Zionist occupation,” armed attacks are
While some NGOs whitewash their
permissible, describing the Abu Ali Mustafa
association with the PFLP by turning a blind
Brigades as a vital component of the PFLP,
eye to its terrorist activities and using the
which “acts politically and militarily
“political wing” fig leaf, others do not shy
autonomously.”24
away from expressing “understanding” for
In December 2012, FFI activists met in
Gaza with senior PFLP members and with
Raji Sourani, Palestinian Center for Human
Rights director, who was honored two years
later by the PFLP with the Right Livelihood
20 “Munaẓẓamat at-Taḥrir al-Filasṭiniyyah,” Fatah
Award (presented as an “Alternative Nobel
website, Dec. 2, 2012; “Forgotten City: Forgotten
Prize).”25 The FFI and PCHR examples demPeople:
Jerusalemite
Political
Prisoners,”
Addameer, Ramallah, Dec. 31, 2012.
onstrate that the PFLP sometimes does not
21 The Times of Israel, Apr. 6, 2015.
22 The Daily Beast (New York), Feb. 15, 2011;
“Question of the Human Rights of All Persons
Subjected to Any Form of Detention or
Imprisonment,” United Nations, Working Group
on Arbitrary Detention, New York, Nov. 18,
1994.

24 “Report: riunione nazionale del Coordinamento
Freedom Flotilla Italia,” Palestina Rossa, Italy,
Feb. 22, 2013.

23 The Jerusalem Post, Feb. 18, 2011; “Shawan
Jabarin Elected as Secretary General of FIDH,”
Al-Haq, Ramallah, Aug. 29, 2016.

25 “PFLP honors Lawyer Raji Sourani for Winning
‘Alternative Noble Prize,’” PCHR, Feb. 20,
2014.
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need any disguise; some NGOs support
the PFLP almost unconditionally.
Another incident highlighting the
virtually nonexistent line between membership in a terrorist group and human
rights activism was afforded by the
Khalida Jarrar incident.
A PFLP senior political leader since
2006, Jarrar was arrested in April 2015 for
violating an Israeli travel ban and was
indicted for various offences, including
active membership in a terrorist organization and inciting violence through a call
to kidnap Israeli soldiers. In December
2015, she accepted a plea bargain and was
convicted on one count of belonging to an
illegal organization and another for
incitement, receiving a 15-month prison
sentence with an additional suspended
sentence.26 Jarrar was released in June
2016 but was rearrested in July 2017 and
placed in administrative detention.27 The
PFLP condemned the arrest and called for
violence, promising “resistance to occupation
and confronting the crimes and projects that
attempt to liquidate the Palestinian cause.”28
Because Jarrar has been labeled a human
rights defender for her work for Addameer29
and is also an elected member of the
Palestinian parliament and the Palestinian
representative on the Council of Europe, her
arrest triggered an international solidarity
campaign by anti-Israel activists and political

26 The Times of Israel, Apr. 2, Dec. 7, 2015.
27 Haaretz (Tel Aviv), July 2, 2017.
28 “Arrests of our leaders will not deter us from
continuing resistance,” PFLP, July 2, 2017.
29 “Israel Continues Its Systematic Violation of
Palestinian Self-Determination, Human Rights,
and Dignity,” Cairo Institute for Human Rights
Studies, May 3, 2015.
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Leila Khaled, a prominent PFLP member, speaking at
a European Parliament conference in Brussels,
compared Israeli policy to that of the Nazis, Gaza to
Auschwitz, and referred to terrorist attacks against
Israel as being necessary and justified.

NGOs such as Free Gaza Movement, If
Americans Knew, Friends of Sabeel North
America, and Jewish Voice for Peace.30 In an
open letter to European Commission vicepresident and EU high representative Federica
Mogherini, fifty-eight members of the
European Parliament—mostly from the far-left
European United Left/Nordic Green Left—
protested Jarrar’s arrest and called on the EU to
put “significant pressure” on Israel for her
immediate release.31

30 “Growing call for freedom for Khalida Jarrar,”
Samidoun: Palestinian Prisoner Solidarity
Network, July 3, 2018.
31 “58 MEPs address letter to HP/VP Mogherini
concerning arrest of PLC member Khalida
Jarrar,” Confederal Group of the European
United Left/Nordic Green Left (GUE/NGL),
Apr. 14, 2015; “GUE/NGL condemns unlawful
detention of Palestinian MP and others by
Israel,” GUE/NGL, July 3, 2017.
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Thee PFLP’s
Europeean Abettors

PFLP’s
P
Kha
aled stated tthat “there
cannott be peace w
while
there is even one Z
Zionist
on the Pallestinian terrritory.”

The PFLP’s strats
egies seem to be worrking
in Europe. Leila Khaaled,
for exam
mple, has been
b
granted British and
Schengen
n visas (fo
or twenty-siix European
n
states) on
n multiple occcasions, alllowing her to
o
traverse the continen
nt with impu
unity, giving
g
speeches that glorify
y terrorism, support BDS
S
campaign
ns against Israel, spread
s
antiiSemitism
m, and urg
ge the pro
osecution of
o
“Zionist war criminaals.”32 Betweeen 2001 and
d
2017, shee visited Au
ustria, Belgiu
um, Denmark
k,
Germany
y, Greece, the
t
Netherlaands, Spain
n,
Sweden, and Britain
n, harnessing
g support fo
or
the PFLP
P’s delisting campaign.333
The PFLP has ussed its widen
ning circle of
o
sympathiizers to pro
omote its deelisting cam
mpaign att the EU level.
l
In May
M
2014, it
i
congratulated the Grreek far-left Syriza party
y

32 “Leilaa Khaled at the New World
W
Summitt:
Palesstinian peoplee have strugg
gled 100 yearrs
for liiberation,” PF
FLP, Feb. 2, 2016;
2
“Formeer
PFLP
P Plane Hiijacker Leilaa Khaled in
Germ
many,” Midd
dle East Meedia Research
Instittute (MEMRII), Washingto
on, D.C., Aprr.
11, 2016;
2
The Jeru
usalem Post, Nov.
N
30, 2017
7;
“Anti-Semitism in the EU
U Parliamentt:
Palesstinian Terrorrist Leila Khaaled Comparees
Israel with Nazis,” The American Jewish
Comm
mittee Transaatlantic Instittute, Brusselss,
Sept.. 27, 2017.
33 “Comraade Leila Khaled launches to
our of Germany
y,
Swed
den and Austrria,” PFLP, Apr.
A
13, 2016
6;
“Zion
nist organizatio
ons attempt and
a fail to shu
ut
down
n Comrade Leiila Khaled in Europe,”
E
PFLP
P,
Oct. 05, 2017; The Guardian (Lo
ondon), Jan. 25
5,
C
and Daniel
D
Schatzz,
2001; Abraham Cooper
“Som
mething rotten in Sweden” Ynet
Y
News (Teel
Aviv)), June 5, 2011.
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for itss success inn the
Europeean
Parlliament
electioons and calleed on

these nnewly elected
membeers … to end
the usee of the socalled “terror list”
to deleggitimize and criminalize
Palestiniaan resistancee to illegal
occupatioon.34

Good relations withh Syriza pproved
benneficial in F
February 20016 when a PFLP
deleegation led by Khaled met with D
Dimitris
Pappadimoulis, Syriza m
member of the
Eurropean Parliiament and vice-presiddent of
the EU Parrliament inn Brussels.. The
deleegation asked him for “broaadening
suppport for thee Palestinianns’ requests to the
Eurropean Parlliament, andd discussedd some
speecific ways too promote thhese objectivves.”35
Another oppportunity ccame in Septtember
20117 when Khhaled was invvited to speak at a
Eurropean Parliiament confeerence in Brrussels,
orgganized by tthe Spanish delegation of farleftt Izquierda Unida (Uniited Left) aas part
of the Europeaan United L
Left/Nordic Green
Lefft bloc inn the parliiament, annd the
Un adikum Briigades of S
Spain, alongg with
Sam
midoun (T
The Palesstinian Prrisoner
Sollidarity Nettwork), Adddameer, annd the
boyycott,
divvestment
and
sannctions
36
(BD
DS) movem
ment. Lambbasting the E
EU for

34 ““PFLP on Europpean elections: Saluting Left vvictories,
demanding ennd to EU-Zioniist ties,” PFLP, May 29,
2014.
35 ““Dimitrios Pappadimoulis withh Leila Khaledd and the
PFLP,” Syrizza Party, Athenss, Feb. 16, 20166.
36 ““Crowds pack European Parrliament conferrence on
women with Leila Khaledd, Sahar
Palestinian w
Francis and A
Ahed Tamimi,,” Samidoun, S
Sept. 27,
2017.
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considering the PFLP a terrorist group,
freezing41 while travel bans and arms
Khaled asked the audience to pressure their
embargos have been implemented directly by
respective governments to end this practice
member states. Movement to and from EU
since “there cannot be peace while there
countries is also controlled by national
is even one Zionist on the Palestinian
governments though member states must
territory.”37
deny entry of EU banned individuals into
She further compared Israeli policy to
their territory.42 Khaled was finally denied
that of the Nazis, compared Gaza to
entry by the Italian Department of Public
Auschwitz, denied the right of the Jewish
Security in November 2017 because she did
people to national self-determination, and
not have a valid Schengen visa, but the
referred multiple times to terrorist attacks
Italian authorities took care to clarify that
against the “illegitimate Zionist state” as
stopping her was an administrative act rather
being necessary and justified.38 Khaled
than a political decision.43
received a long standing ovation.39
Providing Khaled
with a prominent platform and legitimacy
were stark violations of
the Council of Europe’s
Convention on the
Prevention of Terrorism, and later, the European Parliament did
approve the banning of
anyone who had been
involved in terrorism.40
Yet Khaled’s case highlighted the fact that
presence on the EU
terrorist list does not
The PFLP has organized anti-Israel events in Denmark, Spain, France, the
automatically lead to
Netherlands, and Italy. However, under a 2018 law, the Danish Foreign
travel restrictions. The
Ministry will no longer provide funds to organizations that promote boycotts
Common Position eson Israel or are connected to terror organizations. As a result, some
tablishing the terrorist
Palestinian NGOs with ties to the PFLP do not receive grants.
list
(2001/931/CFSP)
authorizes only asset

37 Leila Khaled, “Conference: The role of women in
the Palestinian popular struggle,” Brussels, You
Tube, Oct. 2, 2017.
38 Ibid.
39 Ynet News, May 27, 2016.
40 The Jerusalem Post, Nov. 24, 2017.
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41 “Council common position on the application of
specific measures to combat terrorism,” The
Council of the European Union, Brussels, Dec.
27, 2001.
42 Francesco Giumelli, How EU Sanctions Work: A
New Narrative (Paris: EU Institute for Security
Studies, 2013), pp. 10-12.
43 Haaretz, Nov. 29, 2017; The Times of Israel, Dec.
5, 2017.
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P organized similar
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A bigger
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P
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The Marxiist-Leninist Party of Geermany
of the sm
mall, far-left Marxist-Len
ninist Party of
o
itseelf has beeen monitorred regularlly for
Germany
y (MLDP) ellection allian
nce called th
he
sevveral years bby Germanyy’s Federal Office
Internatio
onalist List. After
A
the Jeerusalem Posst
for the Protectiion of the Coonstitution ((BfV)53
revealed that
t the MLD
DP formed a joint list with
th
andd the State O
Office for thee Protectionn of the
the PFLP
P, the Marxiist party erassed the PFLP
P
Connstitution ((LfV)54 as a threat tto the
entry from
m its websitee and wrote “sympathizer
“
rs
couuntry’s constitutional deemocracy. Y
Yet the
of the PFLP” instead..49
Gerrman authorrities did nott outlaw thee PFLP
as iits activitiess were deem
med negligibble and
the governmennt had no kknowledge of the
44 “Berlin
n event mark
ks anniversary
y of Abu Ali
Mustafa assassinatio
on,” PFLP, Sep
pt. 3, 2015.
45 “Leila Khaled in Germany,”
G
ME
EMRI, Apr. 11
1,
2016.

50 T
The Jerusalem Post, Dec. 22,, 2017.

46 Jüdisch
he Allgemeine (Berlin), Apr. 14, 2016.

51 D
Die Rote Fahnee News (Berlinn), Sept. 23, 20016.

47 “New York
Y
event marks
m
50th ann
niversary of th
he
PFLP
P and the Pallestinian revollutionary Left,,”
Samidoun, Dec. 14,, 2017.

52 ““PFLP statemeent on Germaan federal (Bunndestag)
elections,” PF
FLP, Sept. 2, 22017.

48 The Jerrusalem Post, Aug.
A 31, 2017.
49 Ibid., Au
ug. 27, 2017; Fritz
F Ullmann, “Zur
“
angeblicheen
Kand
didatur der PFL
LP,” Internation
nalistische Listee,
The Marxist–Lenini
M
ist Party of Germany,
G
Berlin
n,
Sept. 5, 2017.
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53 See, for exxample, “Verrfassungsschuttzbericht
2017,” Bunddesministerium
m des Innern, für Bau
und Heimat, Berlin, 2017, pp. 130.
54 S
See, for exampple, “Marxistiscch-Leninistischhe Partei
Deutschlandss,” Baden-Wüürttemberg Lanndesamt
für Verfassunngsschutz, 20117.
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group’s involvement in violent activities on
German soil. This lack of action overlooks,
of course, the numerous events organized by
the PFLP and its sympathizers over the years
where calls for Israel’s destruction featured
prominently.55

Conclusion
Should the Council of the EU fall for the
two-wing charade, as it did with Hezbollah,
and remove the PFLP’s political wing from
its terrorist list, it would be handing the
terrorist group and its Western champions a
tremendous victory.
For one thing, by legitimizing the PFLP
as a political player and absolving its
leadership of criminal responsibility for war
crimes and atrocities committed by its
supposedly distinct military wing, the
decision will send a clear signal to other
terrorist groups that a doublespeak strategy
works. For another thing, while NGOs such
as al-Haq and Addameer have lost some
financial aid from Denmark and Norway
(though not from the EU itself) over their
PFLP ties, delisting will allow Palestinian
terrorism-related NGOs to receive government funding under the pretense that this is
funneled to the nonviolent “political wing.”
Human Rights Watch used a similar

55 Haaretz, Aug. 31, 2017; “Verfassungsschutzbericht
2017”; see, also, “Palestinians in Berlin,
Germany mark PFLP 46th anniversary,“ PFLP,
Dec. 26, 2013; “ Rede auf Veranstaltung zum 50.
Gründungstag der PFLP,” Jugendwiderstand
Media, Berlin, You Tube, Dec. 11, 2017.
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argument against Jarrar’s arrest, saying she
was “a member the Popular Front for the
Liberation of Palestine, a political party” and
hence uninvolved in terror attacks carried out
by the “military wing.”56
If the EU intends to take counterterrorism seriously, it must keep the PFLP on
its terrorist list; make the EU’s NGO funding
system more transparent; and end its false
pretense regarding the “political wing”
charade. Blacklisting remains an important
mechanism for fighting terrorism. Delisting
would be a deadly farce, and money sent to
the PFLP’s “political wing” would inevitably
find its way to terrorist acts and would
legitimize and encourage even deeper cooperation between the terror group and
NGOs.
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56 “Israel Locks up Palestinian Lawmaker,” HRW.
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